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	Concisely covers all the important concepts in an easy-to-understand way


	Gaining a strong sense of signals and systems fundamentals is key for general proficiency in any electronic engineering discipline, and critical for specialists in signal processing, communication, and control. At the same time, there is a pressing need to gain mastery of these concepts quickly, and in a manner that will be immediately applicable in the real word.


	Simultaneous study of both continuous and discrete signals and systems presents a much easy path to understanding signals and systems analysis. In A Practical Approach to Signals and Systems, Sundararajan details the discrete version first followed by the corresponding continuous version for each topic, as discrete signals and systems are more often used in practice and their concepts are relatively easier to understand. In addition to examples of typical applications of analysis methods, the author gives comprehensive coverage of transform methods, emphasizing practical methods of analysis and physical interpretations of concepts.

	
		
			Gives equal emphasis to theory and practice

	
	
		
			Presents methods that can be immediately applied

	
	
		
			Complete treatment of transform methods

	
	
		
			Expanded coverage of Fourier analysis

	
	
		
			Self-contained: starts from the basics and discusses applications

	
	
		
			Visual aids and examples makes the subject easier to understand

	
	
		
			End-of-chapter exercises, with a extensive solutions manual for instructors

	
	
		
			MATLAB software for readers to download and practice on their own

	
	
		
			Presentation slides with book figures and slides with lecture notes

	



	A Practical Approach to Signals and Systems is an excellent resource for the electrical engineering student or professional to quickly gain an understanding of signal analysis concepts - concepts which all electrical engineers will eventually encounter no matter what their specialization. For aspiring engineers in signal processing, communication, and control, the topics presented will form a sound foundation to their future study, while allowing them to quickly move on to more advanced topics in the area.


	Scientists in chemical, mechanical, and biomedical areas will also benefit from this book, as increasing overlap with electrical engineering solutions and applications will require a working understanding of signals. Compact and self contained, A Practical Approach to Signals and Systems be used for courses or self-study, or as a reference book.
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The Gale Encyclopedia of Senior Health: A Guide for Seniors and Their CaregiversGale, 2008
The Gale Encyclopedia of Senior Health: A Guide for Seniors and Their Caregivers is a unique and invaluable source of information. This collection of over 600 entries provides in-depth coverage of cover various issues related to one’s aging body, how diseases affect it, and treatment options, including medications, for seniors. The set will...
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Perl 6 and Parrot Essentials, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2004
This book is an unparalleled sneak-peek of what's coming in  the widely-anticipated Perl 6. It uncovers groundbreaking  new developments in Parrot--the interpreter engine that will  execute code written in the new Perl 6 language and the most  revolutionary change in the language itself--Apocalypse 12  on objects. It also includes expanded coverage...
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The Digital Crown: Winning at Content on the WebMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	In 1997, Bill Gates famously said "Content is king." Since then, the digital marketing world has been scrambling to fulfill this promise, as we finally shift our focus to what consumers really want from our brands: a conversation.The Digital Crown walks you through the essentials of crafting great content: the fundamentals of...
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Telecommunications Challenges In Developing Countries: Asymmetric Interconnection Charges For Rural AreasWorld Bank Publications, 2004
Telecommunications Challenges in Developing Countries addresses an important aspect of interconnection—the settings of call termination charges. In rural telecommunications, network costs are known to be high. The traditional consensus has been that many rural areas cannot be connected without subsidies. This paper investigates the...
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Handbook of Cosmetic Science and Technology, Third EditionINFRMA-HC, 2009

	Thanks to the contribution of leading experts in cosmetology, the first editions of the Handbook
	were successful and received excellent reviews. The editors appreciate the excellent author
	contributions.


	The first edition, published in 2001, reviewed the multiple facets of the cosmetic field
	including the physiology of...
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Survival Analysis Using SAS: A Practical Guide, Second EditionSAS Institute, 2010

	Easy to read and comprehensive, Survival Analysis Using SAS: A Practical Guide, Second Edition, by Paul D. Allison, is an accessible, data-based introduction to methods of survival analysis. Researchers who want to analyze survival data with SAS will find just what they need with this fully updated new edition that incorporates the many...
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